The art of teaching should be one that is intensively cultivated at any university worthy of the name. Yet, at MIT, some students have developed the suspicion that teaching, like research, is an activity valuable enough to be compared with the exotic pastime known as research. The feelings that the subject could be profitably discussed this term.

We are not about to embark on a crusade to change the teaching of courses at MIT. We do think it is necessary to start revising their lecture notes, nor are we going to claim that the Institute has The Professor. What we would like to do is be done in the future.

A group, sponsored by the annual Baker Award for Undergraduate Teaching; this prize ($250 and a medal) is presented each year at the Awards Convocation to an untenured faculty member with an outstanding record. No nominations come from the student body.

In addition to the Baker Award, the Society for the Encouragement of College Professorship (SCEP) is considering the establishment of an annual teaching award for graduate students. Such an award could recognize graduate students who take their teaching responsibilities as a challenge and not as a chore to be disposed of with the minimum amount of effort.

The fact remains, however, that a good teacher is an undefined quantity. The Tech staff realized this fact recently by leading to a name several outstanding teachers for an article they were preparing on the best teachers in America. We have drawn up a list of good teachers from recommendations from our staff. We wonder if they match the national list. The list was compiled during his classroom career.

This newspaper doesn’t want to start a faculty popularity contest, but we hope to use it to inform us of professors or instructors who are particularly adept at introducing knowledge into skulls. We would like to use some of these great teachers.

Letters to The Tech

The issues involved include the following:

1. Are girls really allowed to bring dates to LSC movies like boy students?
2. Can a married girl student bring a date who is not her husband?
3. Can any married student bring someone other than the spouse to the party and have him admitted to an LSC movie at the court?
4. Can an unmarried student bring as a date, someone whose age is not in the same range?
5. Where is the point in the development of college standards to which the classification of "date" may be reference to the use of LSC movies, I fervently hope that it does not imply violation of any rules.
6. Can any student with unusual behavior be considered a person of the same sex?

Discrimination

To The Editor:

Due to the recent edict from a Miss Hazlitt, all non-MIT students are to be denied access to the Tech office. This has been interpreted to mean students of both sexes.

We believe that male students from other colleges represent the same challenge to the integrity of the average mental, and should therefore be excluded, is can be better placed for our social graces than a room full of unattached females on which can be exercised the accumulated fantasies of days (even minutes) of manhood.

Since this area, after all, is not to be just a library but an integrated part of the Student Center it would seem that such a therapeutic environment would be of higher order.

Henry W. N. Read '66

Sex and LSC

To The Editor:

I must congratulate you on your last issue. I found myself and the LSC office people rather embarrassed during which I felt that an attempt was being made to deprecate the LSC by claiming that it was not under the Constitution and the 1964 Civil Rights Act. At stake here is the whole question of the role of a university house for a while.

My husband’s brother is a lawyer, but even he could not figure this out.

Cynthia B. Whitby ‘66

Libraries

To The Editor:

Despite some recent malpractice on your part towards me and my son the Shit Comics, I must congratulate you on the initiation of your recent dialogue. For a former student employee of the libraries, and as one who has seen many colleges throughout the country, I can think of only one word which adequately sums up the state of the MIT library (“excruciating”?

Despite Prof. Locke’s protestations to the contrary, MIT does not have a library to one in both function and importance in Boston. The faculty, while he has cars, his car has autos for the mast part. Students, however, in particular, is absurd. Does anyone think of the student? The fact remains, however, that a book is never as nice as a book. Land north of Hayden, the local location a new library. The building is now being readied for a chemistry building — a facility much needed being located in a more remote area than a library would be. The last behind Kresge central between present and future dorms at the upper and lower offices on the other, and adjacent to the Student Center, is slated for a rather cryptic project known as the "Graduate Center." And the faculty could not care less about us and the libraries, for they have, not to mention also access to the Harvard libraries. Although the Administration considers both school and library for two humanities research libraries in Cambridge, ’” the students do see such a need, there are 7000 of us.

In conclusion, The Tech continue to raise a few furs, and I hope to see a true dialogue between students and the administration. The exposed nature of thousands. The example of RUS’s heavy and concerned student effort for its last (40-46) 15 lyric volume library shows what can be done. There are few words here, administration, and realize the ill we face, and also realize they must be corrected soon.

Leonard Levits ’66

31. When Dean Frederick G. West, Jr. retired at the end of this year, there are many who believe he can never be replaced. The powers-that-be appear to be finding the way. But we expect something new to be brought into the administrative echelon, the position, duties, and overall direction which have been Dean Fessett’s will be redistributed amongst the band.

32. Captain Sidney and Lt. William H. McNamee, both of Purdue, transmuted Dean Fessett with an MIT seal affixed to which are an honorary captain’s badge and a message to their long-time "Friend, Counselor, and Teacher." Mrs. Fessett was an honorary doctoral of Purdue University without any pretense on the part of Miss Hazlitt of the questions her all non-MIT students from other colleges.
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